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The proposed model is based on Wheeler’s geometrodynamics of fluctuating topology
and its further elaboration based on new macro-analogies. Micro-particles are conside-
red here as particular oscillating deformations or turbulent structures in non-unitaty
coherent two-dimensional surfaces. The model uses analogies of the macro-world,
includes into consideration gravitational forces and surmises the existence of closed
structures, based on the equilibrium of magnetic and gravitational forces, thereby sup-
plementing the Standard Model. This model has perfect inner logic. The following
phenomena and notions are thus explained or interpreted: the existence of three genera-
tions of elementary particles, quark-confinement,“Zitterbewegung”, and supersymme-
try. Masses of leptons and quarks are expressed through fundamental constants and
calculated in the first approximation. The other parameters — such as the ratio among
masses of the proton, neutron and electron, size of the proton, its magnetic moment, the
gravitational constant, the semi-decay time of the neutron, the boundary energy of the
beta-decay — are determined with enough precision.

The world . . . is created from nothing,
provided the structure . . .

P. Davies

1 Introduction

The Standard Model of fundamental interactions (SM) is a
result of the attempts of thousands of researches in the course
of decades. This model thus bears rather complicated mathe-
matical techniques which hide the physical meaning of the
phenomena.

Is this process inevitable? And also: can further mathe-
matical details make the Standard Model able to explain vir-
tually everything that takes place in the micro-world? May it
be necessary to add SM by the concept proceding not from
electrodynamics? This problem statement is grounded, be-
cause another adequate model allows us to consider micro-
phenomena from another side, and so it remains accessible
for more number researchers.

According to contemporary statements, objects of the
micro-world cannot be adequately described by means of
images and analogies of the surrounding macro-world. But
certain analogies successfully interpreting phenomena of the
micro-world and explaining their physical essence exist. It
will be shown further in the present exposition.

This work uses conceptualization of another class of phy-
sical phenomena, and its possibilities are demonstrated. This
model has the inner logic which does not contradict confir-
med aspects of SM. Besides, it explains some problems which
are not solved at the present time.

It is necessary to outline a survey illustration of our mo-
del worked out in the spirit of Wheeler’s geometrodynamics.
The logic of the model, and its adequacy, is justified by many

examples. Thus another approach towards understanding
micro-phenomena is proposed. Herein, straightforward nu-
merical results are obtained only on the basis of the laws of
conservation of energy, charge and spin, and evident relations
between fundamental constants, without any additional coef-
ficients. These results, being the basic points of this model,
justify the model’s correctness.

The geometrization of the physics assumes the interpreta-
tion of micro-phenomena by topological images. Many such
works have been outlined now: for example, the original ele-
ments of the micro-world, from which particles are construc-
ted according to Yershov’s model [1], are preons, which are,
generally speaking, local singularities.

Wheeler’s idea of fluctuating topology is used here as an
original model of a micro-element of matter: in particular,
electric charges are considered therein as singular points loca-
ted at a surface and connected to each other through “worm-
holes” or vortex current tubes of the input-output kind in an
additional direction, thus forming a closed contour.

A surface can be two-dimensional, but fractal, topologi-
cally non-unitaty coherent at that time. It can consist of vortex
tubes linkage which form the three-dimensional structure as
a whole.

This paper follows [3], where numerical values of the
electric charge and radiation constants were obtained. It is
shown in [3] that from the purely mechanistic point of view
the so-calledchargeonly manifests the degree of the non-
equilibrium state of physical vacuum; it is proportional to the
momentum of physical vacuum in its motion along the con-
tour of the vortical current tube. Respectively, the spin is pro-
portional to the angular momentum of the physical vacuum
with respect to the longitudinal axis of the contour, while the
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magnetic interaction of the conductors is analogous to the for-
ces acting among the current tubes.

The electric constant in the framework of the model is a
linear density of the vortex tube:

ε0 =
me

re
= 3.233× 10−16 kg/m, (1)

and the value ofinverse magnetic constantis associated with
a centrifugal force:

1
μ0

= c2ε0 = 29.06 n (2)

appearing by the rotation of a vortex tube of the massme and
of the radiusre with the light velocityc. This force is equi-
valent to the force acting between two elementary charges by
the given radius. Note that Daywitt has obtained analogous
results in [4].

One must not be surprised that the electrical charge has
dimension of impulse. Moreover, only the number of electric
chargesz is meaningful for the force of electrical and magne-
tic interaction, but not the dimension of a unit charge. So, for
example, the Coulomb formula takes the form:

Fe =
z1z2

μ0r2
(3)

wherer is the relative distance between the charges expressed
in the units ofre.

The co-called standard proton-electron contour intersec-
ting the surface at the pointsp+ and p− is considered in [3]
and in further papers. The total kinetic energy of this contour
equals the energy limit of the electron. Possibilities of the
model explaining different phenomena of the micro-world are
considered with the help of this standard contour.

2 On the connection between the electric and the weak
interactions

The electric and weak interactions are united in the uniform
contour. The form of our model continuum in a neighborhood
of a particle is similar to the surface of a hyperboloid. It is
conditionally possible to separate the contour into two regi-
ons: the proper surface of the region (the regionX) and the
“branches”, or vortex tubes (the regionY), as shown Fig. 1. A
perturbation between charged particles along the surfaceX is
transmitted at light velocity in the form of a transverse surface
wave, i.e. the electromagnetic wave. The perturbation along
vortex tubes byY spreads in the form of a longitudinal wave
with the same velocity of transmission, as it will be shown.

Express the light velocity from (1) as:

c =

√
s
ε0

√
1

sμ0
(4)

wheres is some section, for instance, the section of the vortex
tube. Upon dimensional analysis, the first factor is a specific

volume, the second — a pressure. In other words, this for-
mula coincides with the expression of the local velocity of
sound inside continuous medium. It is interpreted in this case
as the velocity of the longitudinal wave along the tube of the
contour. The longitudinal wave transforms into the transverse
surface wave from the viewpoint of an outer observer at the
boundary of theX- andY-regions.

According to [3], the mass of the contour is given by
M = c2/3

0 me = 4.48 × 105me. This value equals approxi-
mately thesummary mass of W, Z-bosons(the dimensionless
light velocity c0 = c

[m/sec] is introduced here). One can state
therefore that the vortex current tube is formed by three vortex
threads rotating around the principal longitudinal axis. These
threads are finite structures. They possess, by necessity, the
right and left rotation; the last thread (it is evidently double
one) possesses summary null rotation. These threads can be
associated with vector bosonsW+, W−, Z0 which are conside-
red as true elementary particles as well as the photon, electron
and neutrino.

This structure is confirmed by three-jet processes obser-
ved by high energies — the appearance of three hadron stre-
ams by the heavyY-particle decay and by the electron and
positron annihilation. The dates about detection of three-zone
structure of really electron exist [5].

Other parameters of the weak interaction correspond to
the given model. So, the projective angle is an addition to
theWeinberg angle of mixing qw of the weak interaction. The

projective angle is determined in [3] as arcsin
c1/6

0√
2πa

= 61.8◦,
wherea is inverse to the fine structure constant. The value
sin2 qw = 0.231 is determined experimentally, i.e.qw = 28.7◦

and π2 − qw = 61.3◦. Based exactly on the value of this angle
the electric charge is calculated precisely, the numerical value
of which has the form [3]:

e0 = mec4/3
0 cosqw × [m/sec]= 1.603× 10−19 kg m/sec. (5)

3 Fermions and bosons

It is necessary to note that vortex structures are stable in this
case if they are leaned on the boundary of phase division, i.e.
on the two-dimensional surface.

The most close analogy to this model, in the scale of our
world, could besurfaces of ideal liquid, vortical structures
in it and subsequent interaction between them, forming both
relief of the surface and sub-surface structures.

Vortex formations in the liquid can stay in two extreme
forms — the vortexat the surfaceof radiusrx along theX-
axis (let it be the analog of a fermion of the massmx) and the
vortical current tubeunder the surfaceof the angular velocity
ν, the radiusry and the lengthly along theY-axis (let it be the
analog of a boson of the massmy). These structures oscillate
inside a real medium, passing through one another (forming
an oscillation of oscillations). Probably, fermions conserve
their boson counterpart with half spin, thereby determining
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their magnetic and spin properties, but the spin is regenerated
up to the whole value while fermions passing through boson
form. The vortex field, twisting into a spiral, is able to form
subsequent structures (current tubes).

The possibility of reciprocal transformations of fermions
and bosons forms does not mean that a micro-particle can
stay simultaneously in two states, but it shows that a mass
(an energy) can have two states andpass from one form to
another.

It is easy to note that this model of micro-particles gi-
ves an overall original interpretation of the employed notions:
mass defectandsupersymmetry. At the same time, our model
does not require us to introduce additional particles (super-
players) which have remained undetected until now by expe-
riments and, evidently, will not be discovered.

4 The determination of the relation of the masses pro-
ton/electron

In order to compare masses of fermions, it is necessary to
consider them as objects possessing inner structure. Let us
introduce the analog where the vortex tube is similar to a jet
crossing the surface of liquid inside a bounded region and ori-
ginating ring waves, or contours of the second order (which
originate, in turn, contours of the third order, etc.). Let this
region of intersection correspond to a micro-particle. Then
it is considered now as a proper contour and can be charac-
terized by parameters of the contour: a quantum numbern,
the radius of the vortex threadr, the circuit velocityν and the
mass of the contourM.

Let us proceed to determine the quantum numbers for
micro-particles. We express the typical spin of fermions th-
rough parameters of their characteristic contour, being res-
tricted to self-evident cases, namely:

1) the spin of the particle equals the momentum of the
contour as a whole:

h
4π

= Mν r , (6)

2) the spin of the particle equals the momentum of the
contour, related to the unity element of the contour structure
(the photon):

h
4π

=
Mν r

z
, (7)

whereh = 2πamecre is the Planck constant.
The parameters ofM, ν, r following from the charge con-

servation condition are determined as [3]:

M = (an)2me, (8)

ν = c1/3
0

c
(an)2

, (9)

r = c2/3
0

re

(an)4
, (10)

and the number of photonsz in the contour for the case of the
decay of the contour (ionization) is

z≈ n4. (11)

The following evident relation ensues from the expression
of the linear densityε0 (1):

ly
re

=
my
me

=
M
me

= (an)2. (12)

In other words, the relative length of the current tube ex-
pressed through the unitsre equals the boson mass M expres-
sed through the unitsme.

Using the parameters obtained in (8), (9), (10), (11) from
(6) and (7), we find:

1) for the first particle, assuming that it is a proton

n = np =

(
2c0

a5

)1/4

= 0.3338, (13)

2) for the second particle, assuming that it is an electron

n = ne =

(
2c0

a5

)1/8

= 0.5777. (14)

Taking into account properties of fermions and bosons in
our model, we conjecture that the boson thread is able to pack
extremely compactly into thefermion formby a process of
oscillation along theY-axis. This packing is possible along all
four coordinates (degrees of freedom), because this structure
can form subsequent structures. Using (10) and (12), we find
that the relative linear dimension of a fermion along theX-
axis is proportional to the radius of the vortex thread. It can
be expressed by the formula:

r
re

=

(
r
re

) (
ly
re

)1/4

=
(c0)2/3

(an)7/2
. (15)

For instance, substituting into the above-obtained formu-
lasn = np, we find the characteristic dimensions of the proton
structure expressed through the unitsre: the radius of the vor-
tex threadr = 0.103, the linear dimension along theX-axis
rx = 0.692 and the length of the vortex threadly = 2092. For
the electron, by the substitutionn = ne, we have, respectively:
0.0114, 0.1014 and 6266.

Of course, the expression (15) has only qualitative charac-
ter, but it can be used for the calculation of themass relation
of arbitrary fermions, assuming that the respective masses are
proportional to their four-dimensional volumes:

mxp

mxe
=

(
rxp

rxe

)4

=

(
ne

np

)14

. (16)

For the given couple of particles, we have the relation
(

0.5777
0.3338

)14
= 2160, therefore it is evident that this couple is
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Fig. 1: The contours: scheme of the contours of the proton, and their
sizes (in the units ofre).

reallyprotonandelectron. Thus the given relation is equal to
the mass of the proton expressed by the units of the electron
mass. It is more evident, because the boson mass of a par-
ticle myp is almost equal to the fermion massmxp , and it is
non-randomly so. Let these masses be equal, then the more
precise value is the boson mass according to (12), because it
does not depend on the photon numberz, which is determined
by means of the approximated formula. Then we can correct
also the valuene using the relation (16), and accept that its
value is equal to 0.5763. It is necessary to correct the proton
mass and electron charge by the cosine of the Weinberg an-
gle. We obtain, as the final result, an almost exact value of
the observed proton mass:

mp

me
= (anp)2 cosqw = 1835. (17)

The Weinberg angle has also a geometric interpretation as

cosqw =
(

1
2π

)1/14
, which confirms indirectly the correctness

of the expression (16) also.
The masses of other particles expressed through the units

of the electron mass are calculated: for the fermion — accor-
ding to (16), assuming thatnp is the quantum number for an
arbitrary fermion, and for the boson — according to (12).

The quantum numbers for the electronne and the proton
np are their inner determinant parameters, emerging into the
influence zone of these particles. The parameterne determi-
nes the length of the enveloping contour of the electron as
a circle of the lengthly = (ane)2re, corresponding to three
inscribed circles of the diameterdy. The vortex threads ro-
tate inside these circles. This diameter equals the Compton
wavelength, i.e. the amplitude of electron oscillations, which

follows from the Dirac equation (the phenomena “Zitterbewe-
gung”). Evindently, it follows from geometric reasons:

dy =
(ane)2re sin(60◦)

2π
= 2.423× 10−12m, (18)

which coincides with the Compton wavelength, where
“Zitterbewegung” is confirmed by experiments [6].

Analogously, the parameternp determines the length of

the contour of the proton of the diameterdy =
(anp)2re

π
enve-

loping the extremely contractedp+ − e−-contour, parameters
of which reach critical values withν = c, Fig. 1. It follows in
this case from (9):

np = nmin =
c1/6

0

a
= 0.1889 (19)

and using (12) we find furtherly = c1/3
0 re = 669re ≈ dy.

The excitation of elementary particles gives a set of their
non-stable forms. So, fermions can have more porous and
voluminous packing of boson threads, forming hyperons, etc.
Apparently, some preferred configurations of packing exist,
but the most compact is a proton, for which the volume and
the mass of the particle areminimal for baryons.

5 Three generations of elementary particles

A micro-particle is considered in our model as an actual con-
tour, therefore any contour connecting charged particles can
be compared with a particle included in a greater contour; i.e.
the mass of a relatively lesser contour is assumed to be the
mass of a hypothetical fermion (e.g. a baryon as the analog
of a proton for greater one), as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, there
can exist correlated contours of the first and following orders
forming several generation of elementary particles. It is clear
that two quantum numbers correspond to every particle de-
pending on its classification: 1) the particle is considered as
a fermion (the analog of the proton being part of the greater
contour of the following class); 2) the particle is considered as
a boson (the mass of the contour of the previous class of parti-
cles). Fermion and boson masses are equal only for a proton,
besides they have the same quantum numbern = 0.3338.

The analog of a proton for theμ-contour is the mass of
the standard contourM = c2/3

0 me. We find from (16) its
quantum numbernμ = 0.228. The analog of a proton for
theτ-contour is the mass of theμ-contour, andnτ is determi-
ned from extreme conditions, i.e. whenν → 1, r → 1 and
nτ = nmin = 0.1889. Then we find from (16) the mass of theμ-
contour or theτ-analog of a proton which equals 6.05×106me.

It is logical to assume that by analogy with the second
class that this mass also consists of three bosons (the middle
mass of every boson 2.02× 106me, i.e. 1030 GeV), which
corresponds to the upper bound of the mass of the unknown
Higgs boson. Thus, in reality, theτ-contour is the largest and
the last one in the row.
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Fig. 2: Scheme of the families of the elementary particles.

Assume that the relation between the masses of baryons
and their leptons in the following classes of particles, i.e.
between masses of theμ-analog of the proton and a muon,
and theτ-analog of a proton and a taon, is the same as for
a proton-electron contour: it equals 2092. Then, using the
obtained value, we can estimate the masses of other leptons.
The mass of amuonequals4.48×105

2092 = 214me, whereas the

mass of ataonequals6.05×106

2092 = 2892me.
Theμ- and theτ-analogs of protons as baryons do not ac-

tually exist, but their boson masses (anμ)2me and (anτ)2meare
close to the masses of lightest mesons — kaon and a couple
of pions.

6 On the proton’s structure

Continuing a hydrodynamic analogy, we assume that any
charged particle included in a contour of circulation is the
region where a flow of the medium intersects the boundary
betweenX- andY-regions: the phase transformation is reali-
zed in this boundary and the parameters attaincritical values.

Let us now introduce the notion the density of a fermion
and a boson mass:ρx =

mx

wx
andρy =

my
wy

. Neglecting their
exact forms, assume three-dimensional volumes of fermions
and bosons in the simplest form: a fermion — as a sphere
wx = r3

x, a boson thread — as a cylinder wy = r2ly.
Using (10), (12), (15), (16), we obtain, after transformati-

ons, their respective densities:

ρx =
ρen14

e a10.5

n3.5c2
0

, (20)

ρy =
ρe(an)8

c4/3
0

, (21)

whereρe is the density of the electron for a classical volume
me

r3
e
= 4.071× 1013 kg/m3.
Of course, the densities of fermion and boson masses by

the critical section are equal. Then we find byρx = ρy the
critical quantum number and the density:

nk =
n1.217

e a0.217

c0.058
= 0.480, (22)

ρk =
ρ0 (ane)9.74

c1.797
0

= 7.65× 1016 kg/m3, (23)

It is possible to ascribe these averaged parameters to some
particle — aquark, existing only inside the phase transfer
region. At once note that a quark by this interpretation is not
a specific particle but only a part of the mass of a proton,
obtaining critical parameters. The value of the mass can be
determined from the formula (16):mk = 12.9me. It is easy to
calculate further other parameters of an electronic quark. It
is possible to verify that the density of a quark is between the
fermion and boson densities of a proton, and its size goes in
to the size of a nucleon.

The critical velocity of a vortex current is determined
from the known hydrodynamic equation:

νk =

(
pk

ρk

)1/2

, (24)

where in this case:νk is the critical velocity,ρk =
mk

wk
is the cri-

tical density, wk is the volume of the quark,pk is the pressure
in the critical section, or the energy related to a corresponding
volume. The energy of the standard contour equalsmec2 [3],
and the critical volume is determined aszkwk, wherezk is the
number of quarks.

Substituting the indicated values and expressing alsoνk
through (9), we find from (24) the number of quarks as

zk =
(ank)4me

c2/3
0 mk

= 3.2. (25)

This result shows that the flow of the general contour must
split into three partsin the region of the proton so as to satisfy
the conditions of critical density and velocity. The relation of
boson masses of an electron and a proton equals the same

value. In fact, using (12), we obtainMe

Mp
=

(
ne

np

)2
= 3.0.

It means that in order that the conditions of current conti-
nuity and charge steadiness in any section of the contour are
realized,inverse circulation currentsmust arise in a neigh-
borhood of a proton. It can be interpreted as a whole that
zones with different signs of charge exist in a proton. Using a
minimalnumber ofnon-recurrent force current lines, we can
express schematically current lines in a proton in a unique
way, as shown in the Fig. 3

As seen, there exist two critical sections with a conditio-
nally plus current (up in the scheme) and one section with a
conditionally minus current (down in the scheme), where th-
ree current lines correspond to a general current in the
scheme. Therefore, the fermion surface of a proton is cons-
tructed: the regions where force lines intersect the critical
sections on the line 0 – 0 inside a proton will be projected
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on this surface in the form+2/3, +2/3, −1/3 from the total
charge according to the number and direction of the force li-
nes intersecting this surface.

Therefore, it is more correct to associate quarks not with
critical sections but withsteady ring currents, containing one
or two closed single contours intersecting the critical sec-
tion, as follows from the scheme. Therefore the masses of
quarks can be determined as 1/3 or 2/3 from the summary-
calculated 12.9me, i.e. they must be equal, respectively, to
4.3me and 8.6me , which coincides in fact with the masses of
light quarks determined at the present time.

Parameters of quarks ofμ- and τ-classes are calculated
analogously by substitution of muon and taon quantum num-
bers in place ofne, respectively, (Table 1).

Of course, the proposed structure of the proton is a hy-
pothesis of the author only. Nevertheless, the definite num-
bers and masses of quarks here do not contradict the ones ob-
tained by other methods earlier. Concerning theconfinement
or non-flying of quarks: this phenomenon is self-evident, be-
cause a proton in the presently given model has no combined
parts, but it has only local features in its structure. The den-
sity of a proton in critical-value regions is considerable less
than its fermion density: they are, probably “holes” and, of
course, they cannot be distinguished as individual particles.
On the other hand, only regions of critical sections, being of
advanced frontal velocity pressure (dynamical pressure), are
observed by experiments aspartons.

We can deduce one more reason on behalf of the stated
model: the Georgi-Glashow hypothesis of a linear potential
exists. According to this hypothesis, between infinitely heavy
quarks there must act, independently from a distance, a force
of attraction (approximately 14 tons). Current tubes are just
linear objects in our model.

Concerning the force: its limiting value can be expressed
here as the sum of electrical forces’ projections relative to the
center of the right triangle. The forces act in pairs between
critical sections carrying an elementary charge by the condi-
tion that the distance between them is minimal (according to
(10), for a quarkr = 0.0239re). Then, taking into account
(3), we findFe =

3 cos 30◦

μ0 r2 = 1.33× 105 N or 13.3 tons.

7 The weak interaction and the neutrino

The stated scheme of a proton allows us to give a native illus-
tration to the proton-neutron transitions in the weak interacti-
ons. For example, in the case of the so-called hunting pheno-
menon (e-capture) if a proton and an electron bring together
up to n 6 1) an intermediate contour is formed, connecting
the particles temporarily. The boson mass of the contour, in
addition, must be more than the sum of the combined boson
masses of the proton and the electron, precisely:

M = (an)2me + myp + mye. (26)

Let n =1, thenM = 27108me. Using the general relation

Fig. 3: Scheme of the proton: distribution of the current lines inside
the proton.

between the boson mass of a contour and a lepton, we find the
mass of the fermion for this contour:mx =

27137
2092 = 12.9me.

This result turns out to be independent. The obtained va-
lue M coincides with a total mass of the quark and confirms
that in the process ofe-capture the temporal contour is ac-
tually formed, which is analogous to earlier considered con-
tours (section 5) where one of the critical sections of a proton
as a lepton is present.

Recall that our model contour has the properties of ideal
liquid, therefore closed ring formations as parts of this con-
tinuum are absolutely inelastic and absolutely deforming at
the same time. The contour connecting the particles, by their
further coming together, transmits a share of energy-
momentum to the inner structure of the proton, deforms and
orients itself to theY-region; then it is extracted as aneutrino
which takes the momentum (spin) of the electron (Fig. 1). In
other words, this process is similar to a separation of charge
and spin — the phenomenon, fixed in hyperfine conductors
[7], which vortex tubes are supposedly similar to.

A similar contour is formed by every act of the weak in-
teraction, and it corresponds to the exchange of intermediate
bosons. The relative slowness of this process is connected
with the time constant t. The typical value oft, taking into
account a spiral derived structure, determined by the time du-
ring which a circulating current passes with the velocityν
through all line of the “stretched” counter (the size ofW-,
Z-particles). For the standard contour we have

t = (4.884)2
Rb (re/r)
ν

= 1.25× 10−9 sec, (27)

where 4.884 is the quantum number for a standard contour
[3], r andν are determined by (9) and (10) by the givenn, Rb

is the Bohr first radius.
It follows from the logic of the model, that a neutrino is a

particle analogous to a photon, but it spreads in theY-region,
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i.e. it transfers energy along the vortex tube of the contour. As
known, two kinds of these particles: a neutrino — with a left
spiral and an anti-neutrino — with a right spiral, correspon-
ding to two poles of a general contour. Because a neutrino
is a closed structure and exists only in theY-region, it has
no considerable charge and the mass in a fermion form ( i.e.
in form of theX-surface objects). Probably, a neutrino has a
spiral-toroidal structure and thus it inherits or reproduces (de-
pending on the type of the weak interaction) the structure of
the vortex tube of the contour.

8 On the magnetic-gravitational interaction

Consider a possibility of existence of the mentioned closed
contours at the express of an equilibrium between magnetic
forces of repulsion and electrical forces of attraction. Let us
formally write this equality for tubes with oppositely directed
currents, neglecting the form of the contour and its possible
completeness, and expressing the magnetic forces through the
Ampere formula in the “Coulomb-less” form:

zg1zg2γm2
e

r2
i

=
ze1ze2 μ0m2

ec2 li
2π ri × [sec2]

, (28)

wherezg1, zg2 , ze1, ze2, ri , li are gravitational masses and
charges expressed through masses and charges of an electron,
a distance between current tubes and theirs length.

Substitutingμ0 from (2), we derive from (28) the cha-
racteristic size of the contour as themean-geometricof two
linear values:

lk =
√

li ri =

√
zg1zg2
ze1ze2

√
2πγε0 × [sec]. (29)

The parameterlk is composite. Using the formulas (10),
(12), (29), we obtain for a contour with a unit charge the va-
lues li and ri , where the lengths are expressed by the units
of re:

li =
c2/3

0

l2k
, (30)

ri =
l4k

c2/3
0

. (31)

The contour can be placed both in theX-region (for exam-
ple, a contourp+– e−) and in theY-region (inside an atomic
nucleus). A deformation of the contour, for example, its con-
traction by the e-capture, takes place by means of theβ-decay
energy. When a proton and an electron come together, energy
and fermion-mass increase of the contour occurs, while the
boson mass decreases, but the impulse (charge) is conserved.

Consider some characteristic cases of a contour contrac-
tion and of a further transition of the nucleon from a proton
form into a neutron one.

a) Write the equality (29) forp+– e−-contour, where
zg1 =

mp

me cosqw
is the relative mass of the proton, where the

cosine of the Weinberg angle is considered, andzg2 = 1. In
this caselk = 5977.4re, which corresponds to the valueRb

π

exactly. In other words, for the contourp+– e−:

lk =

√
mp

me cosqw

√
2πγε0 × [sec]=

Rb

π
. (32)

The extension of the contour is now impossible, because
all the mass of the proton is involved in the contour of circu-
lation. Thus the parametersli and ri are limited and equal
to 0.0125 and 2.850× 109 re, respectively, i.e. the length
of contour tubes equals the radius of the vortex thread of an
electron, approximately (section 4), and the distance between
them equals the limiting size of the hydrogen atom (3902Rb).
The last result is confirmed by the fact that the maximal level
of energizing of hydrogen atoms in the cosmos, registered at
the present time by means of radio astronomy, does not ex-
ceedn = 301 [8].

b) Let lk be equal to the Compton wavelengthλk = 2πare.
In this case,li and ri are equal to 0.604 and 1.227× 106 re,
respectively, i.e. the length of contour tubes corresponds to
the diameter of a nucleon, and the distance between them —
to the size of the most atomic size (82Rb). Thus, taking into
account (30) and the expression forλk, we can express the
proton radius in the form:

r p =
c2/3

0

8π2a2
= 0.302re = 851 fm, (33)

which corresponds to the size of the proton, determined by
the last experiments (842 fm) [9].

The equality (29) oflk = λk is observed, if the relation
zg1zg2
ze1ze2

= 43.4. This value can be interpreted as the product of
the masses of two quarkszg1zg2, included in the contour of a
nucleon or an atomic nucleus.

c) The critical contour ofν = c. Hereli = c1/6
0 , ri = c1/3

0 ,
lk = c1/4

0 by the units ofre. The equality (29) is fulfilled
provided that the relationzg1zg2

ze1ze2
≈ 1. A fraction of the impulse

is transmitted to its own current (quark) contour of the proton
by a further contraction of the contour, because the velocity
of circulation cannot exceed the light velocity.

d) The contour is axially symmetric and is placed at the
intersection of regionsX andY, which corresponds to a tran-
sient state between a proton and a neutron. It is logical to as-
sume that the mass of the contour is situated in a critical state
which is intermediate between fermion and boson forms. It is
possible to suppose, according to the considered model, that a
boson thread is contracted already into a contour by the length
lk, but it is not packed yet into a fermion form.

In this caseli = ri = lk = c2/9
0 re, and the equality (29)

is fulfilled provided that the relationzg1zg2
ze1ze2

≈ 1/3. The limit
impulse of this contourI = πε0 lk c ≈ e0

3 cosqw
, consequently it

could correspond to one excited quark contour.
The size of the magnetic-gravitational contour is correla-

ted with the size of an atom depending on the value of gravi-
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tational masses involved in its structure; the product of these
masses is in the limits (5.4 . . . 43)m2

e in the intervals of the
main quantum numbersn = 1, . . . , 8. Moreover, in the re-
gion X the relationzg1zg2

ze1ze2
is proportional to the degree of de-

formation of the contour, i.e. to the relation of the size of the
symmetric contourlk with respect to the small axis of the de-
forming one; the coefficient of proportionality isconstantand
equal to 0.34≈ 1/3.

The contour is reoriented into the regionY by the proton-
neutron transition. However in this case, in the regionY, there
is a sole solution, which determines the critical contour by
ν = c. Herel i = c1/3

0 , ri = 1, lk = c1/6
0 by the unitsre. The

contour is inserted in the current tube with the sizere and the
inverse relation is realized exactly for this contour:

ze1ze2

zg1zg2
=

lk
3ri
. (34)

Taking into account that for the symmetric contourlk =

c2/9
0 re and using the formula (29), we have, after transforma-

tions,
c5/9

0 r2
e

2πγε0 × [sec2]
= 3. (35)

The uniqueness of the solution indicates that, by the tran-
sition of a proton into a neutron, the contour is isolated into
the regionY, namely with the corresponding critical parame-
ters, and corresponds to a neutrino.

The expressions (32) and (35) are exact, as the valuesπ
and 3 reflect the geometry of the space and its three-
dimensionality. It is possible to deduce from them the for-
mula of thegravitational constantusing the least quantity of
values possessing dimensions, and to obtain also the more
exact expression for the Weinberg angle. So, removing the
expression forε0, we find from (35), after transformations,

γ =
c5/9

0

6πρe × [sec2]
= 6.6733× 10−11 m3/sec2kg, (36)

from (32) and (35):

cosqw =
π2c5/9

0

3a4

mp

me
= 0.8772. (37)

Note that the expression forγ shows that the gravitational
constant is an acceleration, i.e. the velocity at which the spe-
cific volume of matter in the Universe changes, in view of its
expansion.

Thus, the analysis of a magnetic-gravitational equilibr-
ium, additionally and independently, confirms the existence
of three zones in the proton structure and the correspondence
to the masses of light quarks of the active parts of the pro-
ton mass, included in the circulation. The conditions stated
in sections 4, 6, 8 reflect different aspects of the unit structure
of a proton as a whole.

9 The determination of the mass and lifetime of the neu-
tron

A neutron is somewhat heavier than a proton, which is due
to the excited condition of its own current (quark) contours.
But in SM, only one quark from among the three undergoes
a transformation by the proton-neutron jump. Let us assume
that this quark contour obtains in addition the energy of a
symmetric contour (which is considered in this situation as
the own contour of a particle of the massε0lk), which leads
to its size extension and, respectively, to the increase of the
nucleon mass.

Let us equate a total-energy differential, obtained by a nu-
cleon, to the rotational energy of a symmetric contour except
the initial rotational energy of a quark contour:

(mn −mp)c2

cosqw
= ε0 lkν

2
i −

mkν
2
k

2
, (38)

whereνi is the peripheral velocity of a symmetric contour,νk
is the peripheral velocity of a quark contour,1

2 mk is the ave-
raged mass of a quark contour (section 6). Starting from the
massesc2/9

0 me and 12.9me, theirs quantum numbers are de-
termined from the formula (16), the rotational velocities —
from (9). Substituting these values we obtain after transfor-
mations the expression (by the unites ofme andre):

mn −mp = rie


c

2/7
0 −

m9/7
k

2


 cosqw = 2.53me, (39)

whererie is the radius of the vortical thread of the electron
determined from (10).

After discharge of a neutrino and deletion of three enclo-
sed current lines, there remains one summary contour in the
neutron. This contour consists of three closed force lines. Its
size can maximally reach the size of a symmetric contour by
means of the obtained energy. This contour forms three vor-
tex threads by the lengthly with co-directed currents. These
threads rotate relative to the longitudinal axis and have the
boson massesmy. The equality of magnetic and inertial (cen-
trifugal) forces for vortex threads must follow from the equi-
librium condition. By analogy with (28), we have:

my ν20
ri

=
ze1ze2 μ0m2

ec2 ly
2π ri × [sec2]

, (40)

whereν0 is theperipheral velocityof vortex threads. Taking
into account (1), (2), (12), we find from (40):

ν0 =

√
ze1ze2 re

√
2π × [sec]

, (41)

where the velocity does not depend on the length of the vortex
threads and the distance between them.

A spontaneous, without action of outer forces, neutron-
decay is realized just owing to the own rotation of vortex
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threads, causing a variation of its inner structure. In other
words, the excited contour deforms and is turned into another
configuration with less energy, which corresponds to the ini-
tial energy of the proton. This process must characterize itself
by theconstant of timewhich can be determined as a quoti-
ent from a division of the characteristic linear size in terms
of the peripheral velocityν0. As the diameter of the tube is
not determined,ri is not determined, then it is expediently to
consider the length of a symmetric transient contourπ lk as a
characteristic size. In this case, the constant of time takes the
form for unit charges:

τ =
π lk
ν0

=
√

2π3 c2/9
0 × [sec]= 603 sec. (42)

On the other hand, the constant of time can be determined
also from energetic reasons, taking into account the difference
of the masses of nucleons.

Let a neutron lose step-by-step the transmitted total en-
ergy (mn − mp)c2 by portions which are proportional to the
energy of an electronmeν

2
e, whereνe is the electron’s own-

contour rotational velocity during the time equal to the period
of vortex threads rotation inside the current tube. Determine
this characteristic time asre

ν0
= 2.51 sec, then, taking into

account (9), (39), (41), we obtain the period of the total dis-
persion of the energy by a neutron:

τ =

√
2π (mn −mp) × [sec]

rie cosqw
= 628 sec, (43)

The obtained constants of time correspond to the half-life
of a neutronτ1/2. By definition,τ1/2 = ln 2× τn, whereτn is
the lifetime of a neutron; its value which is obtained by one
of the recent studies is 878.5 sec [10], thenτ1/2 = 609 sec.

Note that the contour of a neutrino also consists of three
different vortex fields and probably undergoes periodically
small variations of time when forming three configurations
relative to a chosen direction. This result, probably, can ex-
plain the problem of solar neutrinos and their possible varia-
tions.

10 On theβ-decay energy

The energy of the excited contour of a neutron by its decay
is transmitted to an electron and an anti-neutrino extracted
by this process. Taking into account (1), (9), (16), we can
express, in relative units, the additional impulseIβ = πε0 lkνi
transmitted to a nucleon from the symmetric contour:

Iβ =
πc37/63

0

(ane)2
= 47.92mec. (44)

This impulse is distributed between the contours of a neu-
trino and an electron with the total massMβ, and these con-
tours are present in any process of the weak interaction.

In addition, the mass of a neutrino contour isc1/3
0 me, and

the mass of an electron contour also cannot be smaller than

the critical valuec1/3
0 me. The velocity of rotation of the con-

tour by the impulse transmission will beIβMβ
, and theβ-decay

energy isEβ =
I2
β

Mβ
; then its maximal value, transmitted additi-

onally to the electron and neutron contours, and, consequen-
tly, to the electron and the neutrino, occurs atMβ = 2c1/3

0 me.
Substituting the values, we obtain the boundary value of en-
ergy: Eβ0 = 1.72 (in the units ofmec2) or 0.88 MeV.

The same result can be obtained by means of another,
independent way, if we assume that the transient contour is
symmetric from an energetic viewpoint (but not from a geo-
metric one). Assume that the limit energy of the mass of a
fermion contour equals the energy of rotation of this mass in
a boson form, i.e.mxc2 = myν2. Introduce also into the ex-
pression of the impulse the value of the spin of the contour:
it allows us to characterize the process of theβ-decay more
objectively. Correct to this end the quantum numberne for
the unit relative mass (the mass of an electron) in the case of
arbitrary spin. It is evident that, taking into account of (7) and
(14), nei =

ne

k1/8 , wherek is the relation between an arbitrary
spin value and the spin 1/2.

Taking into account the aforesaid equalities and using the
formulas (9), (12), (16), we obtain as a result the expression
for the impulse of the contour which is analogous to (44), in
the units ofmec:

Iβ =
k7/12c11/9

0

(ane)14/3
. (45)

It gives, for k = 2, the value of the impulse 47.96mec,
coinciding with the result of the formula (44).

Thus we have showed that, by the transient condition of a
nucleon, the symmetric contour obtains temporarily the spin
1 (joining the spin of an electron 1/2, which then takes a neu-
trino).

This energy of theβ-decay for isotopes can be higher, and
its maximal value can be determined. According to our mo-
del, a symmetric contour can transfer the limit impulse which
equals one third of a charge (section 8, d). Then, taking into
account (5), assumingMβ = 2c1/3

0 me and introducing the
Weinberg angle, we obtain as a result the simple expression
of theβ-decay limit energy in the units ofmec2:

Eβlim =
c1/3

0 cosqw

18
= 32.6 (46)

or 16.7 MeV.
In fact, the maximal value of theβ-decay energy among

different isotopes is registered for the transition N12→C12

(16.6 MeV), which coincides with the calculated value. The
value of the impulse which corresponds to the given energy
follows from the formula (45) byk = 28. In other words, the
obtained spin is proportional to the number of nucleons in the
nucleus (for a nitrogen, 28/2 = 14).

In the case ofe-capture only a neutrino is extracted, then
Mβ = c1/3

0 me, and the typical energy of the neutrino must be
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1.75 MeV.
Namely, such contours, possessing symmetric forms and

balanced energies (quarks), are the base of the microstructure
of particles:threequarks for baryons andtwo — for mesons.
Partially, fork = 1, the contour, possessing the spin 1/2, has
the mass 146.4me. Consequently, two such contours, de-
pending on their properties of combination, can form mesons
more easily — pions, and their excited states — , i.e. heavier
micro-particles.

Thus, the results obtained in sections 8, 9, 10 in the frame-
work of our model correspond to well-known parameters and
admissible limits. Various coincidences of the calculated va-
lues with reality (e.g. the number of quarks, the sizes of the
axes of characteristic contours, the size of the proton, the gra-
vitational constant, the difference of the masses of nucleons,
the half-life of the neutron, theβ-decay energy) cannot have
accidental nature: they prove that the structure satisfying the
magnetic-gravitational equilibrium condition really exists in
the micro-world.

11 The magnetic moments of the proton and the neutron

The anomalous magnetic moment of the protonμp in the gi-
ven model can be calculated as follows. The valueμp depends
on the boson configuration of a proton and is determined re-
lative to theY-axis whereμp is the product (charge×velocity
×path). We thus have, for a vortex thread, a peripheral velo-
city ν and a circumferenceπr. Substitutingν andr from (9)
and (10), we obtain as a result:

μ =
πc0ce0 re

(anp)6
= 1.393× 10−26 am2, (47)

which differs insignificantly from the experimental value.
The magnetic moment of the neutron equals two thirds of

the proton’s magnetic moment, i.e. proportional to the reduc-
tion of the number of intersections of the critical sections by
current lines for a proton (six instead of nine, existing in a
proton, see Fig. 3). Naturally, the sign of the moment chan-
ges in addition, because three positive enclosed currents are
removed.

The calculated values of some parameters with respect
to reality, or obtained earlier by other methods, are given in
Table 1.

12 Conclusion

This work is an attempt to add a physically descriptive inter-
pretation to some phenomena of the micro-world using both
topological images of Wheeler’s geometrodynamic idea and
further macro-world analogies. This approach allows us to
include into consideration inertial and gravitational forces.

This model has a logical demonstrative character and de-
termines a scheme for the construction of a possible theory
adding up the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. The
new theory must use such mathematical apparatus, in the fra-
mework of which vortex structures and their interactions

Particles∗ Calculated data Actual data

Family 1

Proton 1835 1836

Electron 1 1

Quark 12.9 (4.3; 8.6) 3.93; 9.37

Family 2

μ-analog of the proton,mxμ 4.48× 105 4.92× 105 †

Muon 214 206.8

μ-quark 8780 3230; 276

Family 3

τ-analog of the proton,mxτ 6.31× 106 ?
τ-lepton 2892 3480
τ-quark 233000 348000; 8260

Other parameters

Charge of the electron, kg m/s 1.603× 10−19 1.602× 10−19

Number of the quarks
(on the basis of the phase
transit condition) 3.2 3

Number of the quarks
(on the basis of the magnetic-
gravitational equilibrium) 3 3

Interacting force among
the quarks, N 1.33× 105 1.4× 105

Weinberg angle 28.2◦ 28.7◦

Compton wavelength, m 2.423× 10−12 2.426× 10−12

The gravitational constant,
m3/kg sec2 6.673× 10−11 6.673× 10−11

Radius of the proton, fm 851 842

Difference between the mass
of the proton and the mass
of the neutron,me 2.53 2.53

Semi-decay of the neutron
(kinematic estimation), sec 603 609

Semi-decay of the neutron
(energetic estimation), sec 628 609

Ultimate high energy of
theβ-decay, MeV 16.7 16.6

Magnetic moment of
the proton, am2 1.39× 10−26 1.41× 10−26

Magnetic moment of
the neutron, am2 −0.92× 10−26 −0.97× 10−26

∗Masses of the particles are given in the mass of the electron.
†The summary mass of the W, Z-bosons.

Table 1: The actual numerical parameters, and those calculated ac-
cording to the model suggested by the author.
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could be described. As often mentioned by the author, the
contours will be mapped out by singular configurations of
force lines of some field.

Nevertheless, the present model gives a correct interpre-
tation even in the initial, elementary form where only laws
of conservation are used. It explains some phenomena mi-
sunderstood in the framework of SM and allows us to obtain
qualitative and, sometimes, quantitative results by calculation
of important parameters of the micro-world.

In part, this model predicts that it is impossible by means
of experiments conducted at the BAC to obtain new particles
— dubbed “super-partners”: rather, it is necessary to seek
new massive vector bosons in the region of energies approxi-
mating 1000 GeV.
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